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ABSTRACT
Europe’s SESAR Program develops a wide range of solutions to increase the performance of
the Air Traffic System. At airport level, the Airport Operations Center (APOC) is expected to
provide the most benefit in adverse weather conditions, being the ultimate communication
platform to pursue the Total Airport Management (TAM) Collaborative Decision Making
Process. It will increase mutual and common situation awareness and allows the joint
definition and implementation of the operational strategy.
The assessment of APOC benefits in a live airport environment is rather limited and requires
implementation and “right” weather and traffic situations. This work argues for validation
trials in high fidelity artificial airport environments as a more reliable and less costly
alternative which allows comparison between operations before and after implementation of
new solutions. Based on requirements provided by SESAR concept documentation and from
live operations this work presents an approach for such a high fidelity artificial environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The SESAR (Single European Sky ATM Research) program is one of the most ambitious
research and development projects ever launched by the European Community. The
program is the technological and operational dimension of the Single European Sky (SES)
initiative to meet future capacity and safety needs (European Commission, 2004, 2013;
European Parliament & European Council, 2004), in compatibility to the US initiative NextGen
(Brooker, 2008; Federal Aviation Authority & SESAR Joint Undertaking, 2014) and Japan’s
CARATS (Study Group for the Future Air Traffic Systems, 2010).
To coordinate and concentrate all relevant research and development efforts in the
Community, the SESAR Joint Undertaking was founded by the European Commission and
EUROCONTROL (European Council, 2007, 2008). Corresponding to the size and scale of the
SESAR Program, a number of priority business needs (cf. SESAR Joint Undertaking, 2013,
page 2) encompassing all of the ATM partners have been identified, referred to as ‘SESAR
Solutions’. These solutions are structured in a way as to ensure that their deployment will
lead to benefits for all of the stakeholders across the ATM domain.
The validation of the different elements comprising each solution is structured around the
so-called ‘SESAR Release’ process. Each Release comprises a number of validation exercises
designed to prove the maturity of the individual building blocks of the overall SESAR concept
and, as a result, their readiness for deployment.
Within the ‘Airport Integration and Throughput’ priority business area, a major work thread
(Operational Focus Area – OFA 05.01.01) is focusing on the issue of Airport Operations
Management (AOM) and among its research scope the development and validation of an
Airport Operations Plan (AOP) and Airport Operations Center (APOC) for managing airport
operations in nominal, adverse and/or exceptional operating conditions is addressed.
The SESAR AOM Concept (Bogers et al., 2015a, 2015b) builds upon the European Airport
Collaborative Decision Making (A-CDM) concept (EUROCONTROL, 2013a). The concept will
be scalable in order to permit its implementation across the broadest possible spectrum of
Airport environments present in Europe and it is articulated around four services (Marsden,
2014). The are the Steer Airport Performance, Monitor Airport Performance, Manage Airport

Performance and the Perform Post-Operations Analysis service.
The validation of these four services associated to the Airport Operations Management
concept is being performed by the SESAR partners with a focus on so-called maturity levels
V1 through to V3, following the standardized European Operational Concept Validation
Methodology (E-OCVM; EUROCONTROL, 2010). The work to date has comprised the iterative
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elaboration of the SESAR AOM concept by the definition of operational requirements
captured in the form of an Operational Services and Environment Description (OSED; Bogers
et al., 2015a, 2015b) and integrating specific operational processes such as the management
of demand and capacity imbalances. This realization was subjected to V1 and V2 validation
activities and the results have been used to further refine the OSED.
What still is missing is a benefit assessment of the concept and the associated prototypes
within a dynamic and realistic environment.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Validation is employed in a wide range of disciplines, e.g. in statistics, medical products, car
manufacturing industry and in air traffic management research (e.g. Carstengerdes, Jipp,
Piekert, Reinholz, & Suikat, 2012). All validation endeavours have the common goal to
provide a fit for purpose identification of differing complexity for the proposed aspect under
consideration. In SESAR it is important to use validation as a means of quantifying the
benefits or demonstration that the anticipated benefits have been achieved by the concept
and prototypical implementation.
E-OCVM foresees eight phases, starting from V0 to V7. Whereas phase V0 and V1 of the
E-OCVM Concept Lifecycle Model define the air traffic management needs, the scope of the
concept under test and the possible operational and technical solutions, phase V2 addresses
feasibility, acceptance and operability issues. The major advantage of the E-OCVM
methodology lies in the opportunity of assessments and quick reactions to potential showstoppers at early concept stages. With each phase the validation scope and the realism of
the validation activities are evolving. The more mature a concept is, the more ecologically
valid (Brewer, 2000) the validation activity has to become regarding the operational context.
The term “lifecycle” indicates that concept development and validation are tightly coupled in
view of the fact that validation activities are supporting the refinement of the concept which
– in turn – will be validated again until the transition criteria to the next validation phase are
achieved. In the next phase, this process is starting again.
Coming from the V2 questions dealing with feasibility aspects, V3 is concerned with the preindustrial development and integration. Validation activities in this phase are therefore
related to the assessment of operational benefits of the concept under test. The concept and
supporting enablers like prototypes, roles, procedures and responsibilities, and associated
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human performance aspects are evaluated together in order to clearly identify costs and
benefits associated with the proposed solution to the identified ATM need.
Finally, concepts should be stable after this phase and ready for a transition into an
operational environment (V4: industrialization), followed by deployment (V5), operations
(V6), and decommissioning (V7).
It should be clear from this description that every phase (V1 to V3) has its own set of
appropriate validation techniques, tools and methods, starting with literature studies, modeland data based approaches, gaming or fast-time simulations and ending with real-time
simulations, shadow-mode and even live trials.
The most straight-forward approach to assess the benefit of new procedures and
technologies is the comparison of situations, where the application or implementation of
these innovations has not yet occurred, with situations where the new procedures are
applied or the technologies have been operationally implemented. Depending on the
individual enhancement each procedure or technology is expected to provide, the induced
effect may vary greatly and may even vary from situation to situation.
Regular operations, without external disturbances, appear to be well manageable and most
probably can still benefit from innovations. But most of the potential of some innovative
solutions in airport management was designed to manifest in situations that forces
limitations onto the well-established operational processes. A major proportion of these
bottleneck situations are caused by weather phenomena (EUROCONTROL, 2013b; Lau,
Forster, Tafferner, Dzikus, & Gollnick, 2011; United States Department of Transportation /
Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 2015), affecting various operating areas. Generally
assumed, the intensity of the bottleneck situation is dependent on the severity of the
weather phenomenon.
V3 validation can be supported by a wide range of techniques, with live trials being
considered the culmination. The above indicated ideal solution environment apparently is an
airport in live operations where, over an extended period of time, qualifying metrics have
been measured prior and after APOC implementation and adjustment of procedures was
completed. But considering the intended target situation, the crux is the availability of these
situations when required. It appears unreasonable to start the implementation of innovations
into a live environment and then wait for these situations to occur only to conduct benefit
assessments as a decision support whether to implement these systems or not. Additionally,
in cases where the implementation costs are high or have significant risks associated to
them, the implementation in the live environment may be pursued only as a second step. In
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those cases, applicable to the innovations addressed in this work, the first step is the benefit
assessment in a live-like, but artificial environment that allows controlling of all parameters.
Consequently, the environment that qualifies for a V3 APOC validation has to offer a dynamic
representation of the world typically encountered at an airport and the possibility of hosting
the innovative prototype systems supporting the concept and operators.
These aspects can be expressed as requirements. The validation environment that consists
of the artificial airport environment, including the baseline support systems, and the novel
support systems that support the new AOM concept elements, need to cope with this set of
requirements. Concerning the airport environment, the requirements in most cases are a
reflection of the live operational environment transcribed into specific IT terms. The AOM
concept covers requirements concerning its new conceptual functions and procedures. It
does not directly provide requirements for validation environments, as the concept itself was
created for a live operational environment. A thorough analysis of the concept’s
requirements has to be performed and the appropriate requirements have to be transferred
into the individual exercises’ validation plans (e.g. Carstengerdes et al., 2015). For example,
such requirements can be grouped into requirements concerning the validation environment,
operational procedures and functional aspects for the support systems. Examples are
provided below.
Type

Example

“It is assumed that the airport simulated in the validation exercises is at least a primary node, i.e. a medium sized
Environment airport with a limited hub function and intercontinental P2P connections (e.g. Lyon Saint-Exupéry, Nice, Budapest,
Warsaw, Athens etc.)” (Carstengerdes et al., 2015, p. 34).

Procedure

“It is assumed that the airport simulated in the reference scenario has implemented the A-CDM Information Sharing
element of the A-CDM concept. In particular, it is assumed that this airport is equipped with an A-CDM Information
Sharing Platform and similarly that the A-CDM concept elements of variable taxi-time and milestone monitoring are
all implemented” (Carstengerdes et al., 2015, p. 31).

Procedure

“The APOC supervisor or responsible stakeholder (depending on the severity level A, B, C, D) shall update the
overall impact message in the system (AOP)” (Bogers et al., 2015a, p. 235).

Functional

“Each warning / alert from airport performance monitoring shall lead to the instantiation of an overall impact
message. This OIM will be indicated to the responsible stakeholder determined in advance” (Bogers et al., 2015a, p.
234).

Table 1: Examples for different types of requirements
Theoretically, every air transportation network and airport process and procedure can be
modelled and then simulated with highest level of detail and degree of realism. Highly
sophisticated models may, however, not always be required, or the real world data is not
available in sufficient quality or quantity. A taxonomy of simulations and application of
various modelling types and detail levels is provided in Haßa (2016) and further examples
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are given in Odoni et al. (1997) and De Prins, Ledesma, Mulder, and van Paassen (2008). It
is therefore evident, that an appropriate scaling of the process simulation that adheres to the
requirements of V3 assessments has to occur.
Additionally, as explained above, exercises require specific weather information to unlock the
potential of these innovations. This information has to be provided not only to the human
operators (who will act as stakeholder representatives), but as well to the driving simulators
and the APOC support systems. All will use this weather information in their area of work.
The simulators will have to dynamically provide model driven reactions in the process chains
and the APOC support systems will assist the operators in assessing the severity of the
impact. The human operators who additionally judge by their experience what is presented
to them will identify the implied consequences on airport operations. This approach will allow
control of the most important experimental parameters. These focus around the timely
distribution of weather or other disruptive events which are affecting the airport processes,
and the air traffic demand and its density distribution (e.g. arrival and departure ratios).
In the remaining sections the above argumentation will be exemplified by an approach for
conducting a V3 real-time Human-in-the-Loop (HitL) validation exercise (identified as SESAR
EXE-06.03.01-VP-757). In this exercise it was necessary to not only identify the already
documented requirements,

but

additionally to

construct

the necessary simulation

requirements.

3. THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTION
The requirements build a framework of needs that has to be fulfilled by four pillars of this
exercise. These are a) the industrial prototypes that provide the new functionality and
procedure support, b) the physical environment where operators will be working jointly, c)
the simulators that simulate reality and d) user interfaces as the means of interaction
between operators and the support systems. These four pillars will be explained in more
detail in the following sub sections.

4. THE INDUSTRIAL PROTOTYPES
INDRA is the industrial partner in this validation exercise and has developed the Systems
Under Test (SUT) prototypes. Due to INDRA’s business needs and intended target
customers, their prototypes are designed to connect to operational airport systems or to
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systems of the local air navigation service provider (ANSP). Therefore, the simulation
environment has to provide similar interfaces and data of comparable quality. The SESAR
Airport Operations Management concept (OFA 05.01.01 OSED; Bogers et al., 2015a, 2015b)
envisages that with the deployment of APOC processes at an airport, A-CDM processes
become established automatically, as these present the foundation of this collaborative
airport management approach. Further, when the APOC concept and its support tools are
deployed, it is assumed that airport data sharing will be conducted via System Wide
Information Management (SWIM; Petrovsky et al., 2012).
The AINS prototype (developed within SESAR Work Package (WP) 12.06.09 – “Integration of
CDM into SWIM”) is a SWIM gateway system, feeding the Airport Operations Plan (AOP) with
local A-CDM information and providing information back into the SWIM. The ASDI prototype
(SESAR WP 12.06.07 – “AMAN, SMAN and DMAN fully integrated into CDM processes”)
presents the bridge to the local ANSP, thus providing ANSP related planning information to
the AOP. The AOP prototype (SESAR WP 12.06.02) is implementing the Airport Operations
Plan and adequate mechanisms and procedures to manage all aspects relevant for the
concept. The majority of airport related data will be directly provided by the Airport
Operational Data Base (AODB), which is a part of the A-CDM simulator, to the AOP, which
acts as the data core of the APOC processes. The interfaces between the simulation
environment and the prototypes are implemented following state-of-the-art techniques (e.g.
web service mechanisms). Together with the APAMS prototype (SESAR WP 12.07.03 –
“Airport Performance Assessment Monitoring System”), the AOP implements the Steer

Airport Performance, Monitor Airport Performance and Manage Airport Performance services
as outlined by the conceptual approach (Bogers et al., 2015a, 2015b).

5. THE AIRPORT CONTROL CENTER SIMULATOR
The ACCES (Spies et al., 2008; Suikat, Kaltenhäuser, Hampe, Timmermann, & Weber, 2010)
is an infrastructure component of DLR’s Air Traffic Validation Center (Kaltenhäuser, 2015). It
consists of a server room housing the computers running the simulation as well as the
industrial prototypes and a large multi-purpose room that can accommodate operators for
human-in-the-loop exercises, the validation supervisor, the simulation control team and
exercise observer teams. An additional room to host operational level operator working
positions is also provided adjacent. The main operator room provides flexibility for different
validation setups, operator working positions can be freely rearranged on ground level as
exercises require, e.g. to support research on the optimal seating arrangement to optimize
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stakeholder communication. The simulation control team and the validation supervisor are
located on an elevated platform hosting the simulation control system interfaces, opposite to
an optional large video projection screen. The current arrangement of operator working and
control team positions is depicted in the photograph below (figure 1), which includes a
schematic 2D diagram of the overall arrangement. Currently, there are six operator working
positions installed, in a hexagon arrangement. For positioning two operators in front of a
single working position another chair can be added, the tables and available spacing provide
enough room. Observers to exercises can be positioned either next to or behind the working
positions, or on the simulation control team’s platform.

Figure 1: ACCES Control Room Layout (long shot and 2D layout, operator positions in front)

6. THE SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
The technical simulation system is based on a combination of simulators described by Spies
et al. (2008), refined in Suikat and Deutschmann (2008) and further elaborated in Suikat
(2012). The approach taken for this V3 assessment does not require all of those combined
specialized simulators with their full functionality.
The central components to be used is an Airport Collaborative Decision Making (A-CDM)
simulation (Schier, Timmermann, & Pett, 2016). This simulation models a flights’ progress
over time and sets the necessary event milestones required for the airport management. As
for some phases of the flights a simple process model is not detailed enough, additional
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simulation models were added to conduct a joint simulation and cover all aspects with
sufficient detail level.
TAMODES (Kügler & Reichmuth, 2012), which features a complete turnaround process
simulation, was redeveloped and its core turnaround simulator engine was integrated into
the A-CDM simulation engine. The most important passenger process milestones (A-CDM
milestone #11 “Boarding starts” and A-CDM Milestone #12 “Aircraft Ready”) are thus
provided by functionality within the A-CDM simulator, while a full passenger/landside
simulation is not required.
The air traffic simulator NARSIM (developed by NLR; NARSIM, 2013) simulates aircraft
movements in final approach, on runways, taxiways and the apron. Based on the total
energy model and the base of aircraft data (Nuic, 2014) these phases are calculated in high
accuracy and can therefore give a more realistic impression than the calculations of the ACDM milestone simulation.
Support vehicles that are required for the turnaround processes are not addressed in detail
in this exercise. The A-CDM simulator will use appropriate turnaround times matching to the
simulated scenario airport.
The validation does not require a direct connection to the Network Manager (exchange of
information with the Network Operations Plan, NOP); nevertheless there exists the need to
obtain information from the NOP (e.g. A-CDM milestone #3 “Take off from outstation” or
A-CDM milestone #4 “Local radar update”, which can be understood as a Flight Update
Message (FUM) and Slot Assignments). All of these will be created by the simulator, while
Departure Planning Information (DPI) and Slot Requests will be submitted by the tools. DPIs
are not relevant for the assessment. Further, it is assumed that the Network Manager will
actively support solution implementation in bottleneck situations. This implies that the
simulation will accept the requested slots as they are. Although this is a deviation from
reality to some degree, the overall assessment does not suffer from this as this approach will
be the same for both, the so-called reference and solution runs (which are described below
in section 8).
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Figure 2: EXE-6.3.1-VP-757 Solution Situation Technical Setup of Prototypes and Simulators

Figure 2 depicts the technical system setup of EXE-6.3.1-VP-757. It shows various systems,
DLR’s validation environment featuring the combined simulators, INDRA’s prototypes that
represent the Systems Under Test and auxiliary support systems acting as interface systems.
The solid lines depict the uni- and bi-directional connections between the simulators and
INDRA’s industrial prototypes used in the validation exercises, implementing the
APOC/A-CDM link between the systems. The dotted lines represent the inter-prototype
connection of INDRA’s systems.

7. OPERATOR USER INTERFACES
AOP, APAMS and the A-CDM simulation provide Human Machine Interfaces (HMI) to the
exercise operators. While the industrial solutions offer sophisticated functionality, the A-CDM
HMI supplies the basic functionality that is required for these V3 exercises (Schier, Pett,
Mohr, & Yeo, 2016). Assuming that the implementation of operational decisions is conducted
on the operational level (e.g. via the airline Flight Operations or Hub Control Centre), the
A-CDM HMI is used for these implementations (e.g. setting of the runway capacities by the
local ANSP, adjustment of a TOBT (Target Off-Block Time), cancellation of a flight or a slot
request) and for the actions of the airport actors.
The industrial HMIs are used to interact with the three above mentioned APOC services.
When the stakeholders involved in the exercise agree on process planning aspects, these are
stored in the AOP. Due to the bi-directional link between the AOP and the simulation
environment, these new parameters are presented to the simulation. These then are used by
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the simulation models to derive the implementation result, dynamically altering the future
development of the traffic, metrics and the course of the exercise.
The simulation additionally provides a set of control HMIs to the technical supervisor and
simulation control staff.

8. THE APPROACH TO APOC VALIDATION
The aforementioned APOC solution will be evaluated using the human-in-the-loop real time
simulation technique in the above mentioned environment. The purpose of the proposed
validation activity is to demonstrate that the developed SESAR APOC concept (including
prototypes

supporting

the

operators

in

performance

monitoring,

assessment

and

management as described above) leads to improved situation awareness and – owing to the
collaborative approach to decision making – to a quicker recovery to normal operations and
an improved overall airport performance (relating to different key performance indicators like
departure and arrival delay, punctuality, usage of available apron and runway capacity).
Especially, this should hold true for situations with adverse conditions where a highly
collaborative environment will facilitate an improved decision making. Furthermore, the
validation will assess if the APOC concept and environment provides an enriched data
availability to generate post-operation analysis reports which can be used for the generation
of solution support for the APOC operators in future adverse conditions.
Therefore, the key elements of the APOC concept for validation are:
•

Situational Awareness of current and predicted airport performance through the AOP
data content and alert messages,

•

Overall Airport Performance Monitoring and Alerting,

•

Deviation Impact Assessment,

•

Collaborative Decision Making for performance optimization, and

•

Enriched data availability for post-operations analyses.

9. APOC AVAILABILITY
The impact of the presence of an APOC (so-called “solution scenario”) will be validated
against airport operations without APOC and support tools (so-called “reference scenario”).
As explained above, A-CDM is considered as the current standard and state-of-the-art for
airport management, and therefore considered as reference. Accordingly, the management
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functionalities provided in the two scenarios differ from each other. In the reference scenario
the operators will only be provided with their individual “local systems” which deliver input to
and allow interaction with the A-CDM platform and consequently the AODB. The APOC and
its associated support tools are not provided, consequently not allowing tool supported
performance monitoring and no provision of performance alerts to all stakeholders at the
same time and no facilitation of the collaborative decision making process.
Three different exercises with different impact severity levels and key drivers like the
possibility to anticipate the constrained situation or the location of the disruption (airside or
landside) have been chosen based on actual operational constraints, which are typical of
airport operations. These scenarios have been successfully used in former OFA 05.01.01
validation trials (Goni Modrego et al., 2015; Marsden et al., 2014) and will be adapted
regarding severity and possible course of action to fit to the validation questions at hand. As
a result, six runs (three different exercises, each executed twice, once as reference and once
as solution scenario) will be performed with operational experts.
To be more specific regarding the content of the three exercises, in validation exercise #1 an
airport faces a constrained situation whereby an external disruption coupled with the
execution of planned works on the apron will lead to significant ground congestion.
Validation exercise #2 deals with a situation where the airport is faced with a heavy
thunderstorm whilst a light thunderstorm was forecasted. This adverse condition affects the
operation of all airport stakeholders. In validation exercise #3, a disruption in passenger
processes will take place due to an incident at the security control. These three situations
have to be resolved with (solution) and without (reference) the APOC and its industrial
support tools.
Using this approach, the benefit of the APOC concept will be shown in different performance
degraded situations with different impact on each stakeholder and with different
management options to mitigate the situation. This and in conjunction with the realistic
APOC simulation environment will result in a more accurate assessment of the overall benefit
of the APOC as a platform to pursue and enable the Total Airport Management (TAM) CDM
(Günther et al., 2006; Spies et al., 2008).

10. THE REFERENCE SETUP
Figure 2 and figure 3 depict the logical setup of stakeholders and operating work places for
the reference and solution scenario approaches. In the reference setup, as figure 2 shows,
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there are three airlines (Airspace User - AU) present, addressing different AU business
models/mode of operations; hub and low cost operator and the third represents all others
including cargo operations. Two representatives from the operation level share a work place
for each AU, representing e.g. the functions of a “Strategic and CDM Manager” and “Slot
Manager” (the function denominators may vary from AU to AU in reality). Together they
decide and implement operational decisions on aircraft movements and problem solution
strategies. These two are representatives of a typically larger operational group usually
involved in the AUs’ processes. The local ANSP has a single representative, combining the
Airport Tower Supervisor role and incorporating the Clearance Delivery Controller operational
level role in these exercises. No direct communication to controllers is required as this is
simulated by the simulation environment and no additional back office support is required for
the exercise. The Airport Operator again has two representatives; the Airport Operator and
the Stand and Gate planning role. They are locally grouped with their two working positions.
All stakeholder companies have access to the local A-CDM system (HMI) only, an HMI that
they share between their representatives. The airport Stand Planner additionally has access
to a Stand and Gate Management system (powered by the simulation environment). The two
stakeholder representatives can directly communicate face to face. The inter-stakeholder
communication is limited to the use of a messaging system or phone only. No direct face to
face communication is foreseen, to reflect the reality at most airports nowadays (with the
exception of airports already using a centralized multi-stakeholder facility).

Figure 3: EXE-6.3.1-VP-757 Reference Situation Operators and HMIs
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Due to the non-necessity of a direct link to the Network Manager (European Commission,
2004, 2005, 2010, 2011a, 2011b)/NOP, there is no Network Manager Representative (in
reality this stakeholder may be represented by the Flow Manager Role at an airport) and no
corresponding working position in either scenario setup. Since the three airspace user
companies represent 100% of all traffic and aircraft handling decisions, the presence of a
ground handler representative is omitted similarly.

11. THE SOLUTION SETUP
In contrast to the reference setup is the solution setup, which is depicted in figure 3. All
management level representatives will be situated in a central APOC, the operational level
representatives will be located outside the APOC, providing a degree of realism since the
stakeholders’ operation centres are not part of the APOC. The three Airspace Users each
have a single management level representative and an associated working position in the
APOC and another operational level representative in a back office environment
(representing e.g. the Flight Dispatch or Hub Control Centre). Again, the operational level
representatives will be responsible for the operational implementation of decisions for the
airline. The local Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP) will have the same representative as
in the reference setup in the APOC, maybe not replacing the Tower Supervisor, but with an
entirely new role defined. Again, there is no back office support for the local ANSP in this
exercise setup. The Airport Operator will act as the APOC supervisor, being authorized to
decide in decision making stalls and representing the goals of the airport. The supervisor is
supported by an operational level representative outside the APOC, including the role of the
Stand Planner as before.
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Figure 4: EXE-6.3.1-VP-757 Solution Situation Operators and HMIs

The APOC will provide a centralized video wall installation, where the APOC supervisor’s
APAMS HMI will be displayed. This video wall is expected to increase the situational
awareness of the stakeholders’ representatives and supports the efficiency of the decision
making processes. The representatives in the APOC have access to HMIs of APAMS and the
AOP, the local ANSP representative additionally has access to the local A-CDM HMI (since he
still needs to implement his operational decisions for ease of simulation setup). The back
office representatives have access to the AOP and A-CDM HMIs. The airlines’ views are
filtered though, to allow access to their own flights only while the airport back office sees the
full picture for all flights. Additionally, the Stand and Gate Management System access lies
with

the

airport

back

office

representative.

All

operational

level

decisions

and

implementations are conducted by these representatives outside the APOC, while the
management decisions are taken by the agents in the APOC. The agents can communicate
with their back offices via phone or the messaging system. Inside the APOC all
representatives have a direct face to face inter-stakeholder communication and may use the
phone and the messaging system.
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By implementing this setup it now is possible to conduct a V3 APOC assessment for the first
time, providing a suitable dynamic environment for systems and operators, and fulfilling
external and ecological validity criteria.

12. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The next steps that will be taken on the way to the conclusion of this important validation
goal include a variety of technical and support actions.
The industrial prototypes need to be integrated into the airport simulation environment after
their development has concluded and the simulators have been enhanced to satisfy the
interface requirements. Following this technical milestone, a thorough verification phase will
be conducted, ensuring the reliability, consistency and interoperability of all technical
components. This includes the execution of test runs with operators (not necessarily
operational experts) to assess the correct operation of the system HMIs. These experiments
will additionally be used to adjust prototype parameters where necessary and help to scope
the specific scenario configuration that will then be used for the validation exercise runs.
Parallel to the technical actions, the preparation of the scenarios will be started, including the
adaptation and definition of use cases based on the OSED that define the work flow of the
operators in the APOC. The scenarios include definitions of events and the time of their
occurrence, forming the storybook that will be used by the simulation control team to trigger
those events as these would happen unforeseen on a real day of operations.
The test runs will be planned carefully, together with the real exercise schedule. Additional
training test sessions with the operational expert personal will be conducted as part of the
verification phase. This phase will be completed with the system acceptance test. The
solution bundle referred to in this work is a part of the SESAR Release 5 cycle. Therefore,
once the verification and preparatory actions have concluded, the “ready for validation” will
be awarded through the SESAR System Engineering #2 (SE#2) Review.
Once the SE#2 is passed, the previously invited subject matter experts conduct the
previously scheduled set of validation exercises, which are expected to be completed within
a week’s duration, running multiple exercises per day. During the execution of the exercises
the relevant data from the systems, the simulators and the human interactions are captured
and adequately processed. This data then will be analysed by the validation team responsible
for the validation exercise. Under the consultation of the industrial and the operational
SESAR partners, the data will be evaluated and assessed against the pre-defined validation
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goals and corresponding success criteria, using the pre-defined metrics. A comprehensive
validation report will finally conclude the validation.
With the successful completion of this validation activity, the SESAR APOC validation
activities will be completed. The identified lessons learned and potential modifications
derived from the assessment then will be used to provide input to a new edition 4 of the
OSED and additionally may be included in the work program for SESAR 2020 (SESAR Joint
Undertaking, 2014) which is expected to be launched at the end of 2016. By implementing
the above mentioned requirements, the realistic and dynamic high-fidelity validation
environment as described in this work offers the capabilities that are needed for this final
SESAR APOC validation assessment. Furthermore, it closes the gap between pure laboratory
experiments and live trials by offering flexibility concerning the required degree of fidelity
and sophistication in order to deliver meaningful operational benefit assessments. The
studies can be conducted in a scenario based approach using experimental designs, allowing
control of confounding variables. The environment is ready to be used or can easily be
adapted for future SESAR 2020 and Performance Based Airport Management (PBAM) APOC
innovative research and validation assessments.
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